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MONEY AT THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL

The modern banking system manufactures
money out of nothing.  The process is perhaps
the most astounding piece of sleight of hand
that was ever invented.  Banking was
conceived in iniquity and born in sin.
Bankers own the Earth.  Take it away from
them, but leave them the power to create
money, and with the flick of the pen they will
create enough money to buy it back again...
Take this great power away from them and all
great fortunes like mine will disappear, and
they ought to disappear, for then this would be
a better and happier world to live in.  But if
you want to continue to be slaves of the banks
and pay the cost of your own slavery, then let
bankers continue to create money and control
credit.—Sir Josiah Stamp, Director of the Bank
of England from 1928-1941

Read it again, please.  Do you suppose there is
even one national leader who does not KNOW the
truth of Sir Stamp’s statement?

Has any one of them done anything about the
situation or so much as told their people the true
nature of the problem?

At the United Nations meeting of the General
Assembly Mr. Hugo Chavez, President of Venezuela,
played to the audience and called Mr. Bush of the
United States “the devil himself”.  Really?  No, not
really, poor Mr. Bush just dances on the same puppet
strings as Mr. Chavez and every other national leader.
It takes one to know one, possibly?

Who controls those puppet strings: “the awful
power of the purse”, the Money Masters?

Let’s call a spade a spade:  IT’S THE
ANTICHRIST, that which opposes Christ
consciousness (conscious oneness with the Heavenly
Father).  Is that some kind of revelation?

To Messrs. Chavez, Bush, Putin, Ahmadinejad,
Blair, Olmert, Hu Jintao et al and yes, Mrs. Arroyo,
you too:  You know whom you have been serving and
now the people do, too.  IT IS TIME FOR YOU TO
MAKE A CHOICE, EACH AND EVERY ONE OF

YOU WHO HAVE SERVED AS MINIONS OF THE
ADVERSARY.  YOU CAN MOVE WITH AND
WITHIN THE DIVINE PLAN OR YOU SHALL BE
OVERWHELMED BY THE TRUTH.  WHAT WILL
YOU CHOOSE AS YOUR LEGACY?

The tables were turned on the adversary more than
seven years ago and you are still scrambling after his
FIAT dollars and shekels!?  For personal power?  For
shame.  The Divine Plan has been laid out in perfectly
functional format awaiting only your implementation.
Do you think that stopping your ears, averting your
eyes and ignoring the message is going to protect you
or preserve your “interests”?  When you deny the
messengers you turn from the One who sent them—
but it has been made very clear: He shall not be
denied.  The wave of truth bearing down on you is
much higher than you think.  Shouldn’t you be
heading for higher ground?

To Mr. Ahmadinejad and all who await “the
perfect human”, misleaders and misled alike:  What
kind of a being is that?  Is he/she Muslim, or
Christian, Buddhist, Jew or something else?  Is he/she
terrestrial?  If so, has he/she always been perfect?
Does he/she possess perfect knowledge?  Oh, really?
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And who provided the teaching or training?  THERE
IS NO SAVIOR in the sense you imply, sir.  No
umpteenth Imam is coming and somehow saving the
world.  Get with the Program!  This is not written to
insult but to awaken you to the truth, which is simply
that YOU HAVE BEEN DECEIVED.

To the people of the World:  THE ANTICHRIST
IS BANKRUPT—legally as well as morally.  The
International Banking Cartel owes GOD/ATON/
ALLAH all of the gold in the world.  Your leaders,
for reasons of their own, do not want you to know this
truth.  The claim was legally perfected according to
the adversary’s own rules more than seven years ago.
When will you claim your inheritance?  No one will
do it FOR YOU.  The feast has been prepared.  Who
will come and sup?

Henry David Thoreau is
credited with saying, “There are a
thousand hacking at the branches
of evil to one who is striking at
the root.”  At the root of ALL
problems you will find the
MONEY POWER.  All national
leaders know it—and choose (so
far) to work with the adversary in
the form of the International
Banking Cartel.

How much longer will this
condition prevail?  Do you
remember the graph of increasing
awareness in the last issue?  Here
is a fun application of mathematics:
Assume for a moment that there
were “144,000” in 1987.  In 2006
the exponential growth
progression suggests that quite
naturally that number would have
increased 6,765-fold.  Multiply
144,000 by 6,765 and you will
arrive at a figure of just under
ONE BILLION people who are
currently aware.  One in seven,
that sounds about right “today”,
doesn’t it?  Keep working the
numbers and you will see that by
2011 there should be some 7.5
billion people aware.  Is it just
possible that between now and
then ENOUGH people will act on their awareness to
get to the root of the problem?

Meanwhile, although it is gratifying to see many
people awakened by heinous events such as 9/11 or
Israel’s merciless pummeling of Lebanon, it would be
far more gratifying to see some real focus on the root
of the problem without the need for such trauma.  We
have no doubt the uprooting shall be done.

THE HEGELIAN DIALECTIC
AND ONE WORLD LEADER

Everything they do stirs the people into greater
wakefulness and it appears the adversarial forces are
starting to see how counterproductive such actions are
in the New World.  What is their solution to the
problem?  As usual, you can be sure it involves the
Hegelian Dialectic: Thesis—Antithesis—Synthesis.

Here is an excerpt from Wikipedia to describe the
process:

Hegel’s Triad Dialectic ... is epitomized by the
phrase “divide and conquer”.  By supporting both
extremes (thesis and antithesis) of any issue,
militarily or financially or both ... synthesis
emerges as nations of shell-shocked, passive
people without direction.

And—using Mr. Chavez’s Citgo logo to make the
point—look at the graphic which shows how it works.

DIVIDE the people.  Pose an opposite side of the
issue you want to change to suit your purposes.  Since
the opposition is fundamentally weaker, support it more
strongly.  Play it up in the media.  Then marginalize or
eliminate the extremists.  The only “reasonable”
resolution is to be found in COMPROMISE, abridgment
of the value wished to be suborned.

Let’s say they want to eliminate freedom.  Watch
how easy it is.  Thesis: “Land of the free”; Antithesis:
“Freedom costs lives”; Synthesis: Compromised,
abridged freedom = loss of freedom.

Let’s say they want to kill babies.  It’s a simple
matter using the Hegelian Dialectic.  Thesis: “Pro-Life”;

Antithesis: “Pro-Choice”; Synthesis: Dead babies.
Let’s say they want the people controlled by a One

World Government (and of course they do).  Thesis:
National sovereignty (now termed “protectionist”, you
might notice, as if that is something bad); Antithesis:
“Free trade”; Synthesis: Compromised, abridged national
sovereignty = New World Order.

How about a One World Leader?  No problem?
You have witnessed the Thesis and Antithesis played
out on the World stage.  The (“reasonable”,
compromised, abridged) Synthesis is unfolding.  Let’s
look at the latest from “Sorcha Faal”.

[QUOTING:]

RUSSIA BEGINS CALL FOR ‘ONE WORLD LEADER’
By Sorcha Faal, WhatDoesItMean.com, 9/18/06

In a headline that sounds more like a prophecy
coming out of the Bible’s Book of the Apocalypse,
Revelations, Portugal’s Diario de Noticias News
Service is reporting today that Russia’s Foreign
Minister Lavrov has begun the call for a One World
Leader, and as we can read as also reported by the
ITAR-TASS News Service:

Russia does not see a reasonable alternative
to the creation of a new collective leader

comprising key, highly industrialized countries
in the world, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov [said in Portugal].

According to the minister,  these key
countries should be “representative in terms of
geography and civilization .…  The Group of
Eight (G8) may become an important aspect of
an informal mechanism of a new collective
leader,” Lavrov pointed out.

[RK: Please note the “CONSENSUS” at the
United Nations that the “War on Terror is valid
and necessary” and that “Israel has a right to
defend itself” (by attacking an entire nation for the
supposed kidnapping of two of its soldiers—on

Lebanese soil yet).  These
Antitheses have been promulgated
and sustained by the MONEY
POWER acting through your
National Leaders.]

The timing of this long awaited
fulfillment of the ancient prophecies
comes as the combined Armies of
the West and East are continuing
their encirclement of the last
remaining peoples holding to their
ancient knowledge and belief, the
Muslims.  From Afghanistan, to
Lebanon, to Iraq, and now to the
Sudan thousands of soldiers from
the great banking powers of both
the East and West are beginning
their preparations for the final
assault upon the Middle Eastern
Muslim Nations.

Not fully explained to the
Western people are that the World’s
over 1 billion people of the Islamic
faith are all that stands between our
most ancient of masters and total
control of the World’s entire
banking system [RK: Sorry,
Sorcha, the International Bankers
are very much in control of the
banking systems in all nations,
including those which are
predominantly Muslim.] because
of the Muslims’ refusal to charge

interest as their religion deems it an affront to
God….and which fighters for freedom throughout our
history have warned humanity that our greatest threat
to freedom lies not in Armies or Empires, but in those
that control the banks and money.

This was, perhaps, best articulated by one of
the founding fathers of the American Empire,
Thomas Jefferson, who warned the future
generations of his Nation of the dangers of these
ancient monsters by saying:

“I believe that banking institutions are more
dangerous to our liberties than standing armies.
Already they have raised up a monied aristocracy that
has set the government at defiance.  The issuing power
should be taken from the banks and restored to the
people to whom it properly belongs.”

[RK: It’s safe to say the government has not
been “at defiance” with the bankers for a very long
time—in all nations, not just the United States.]

It is also fitting, and has indeed also been foretold,
that the American Empire now stands astride the
ancient lands of Mesopotamia, including Babylon, and
from which our ancient evil masters had also begun
their attempt to totally enslave human beings, but
because of the Great Overturning of our Earth ceased
their machinations.

Today these evil dragons, and through their
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thousands of years efforts to rediscover and reclaim
their lost technology and ancient machines of war, are
set, once again, to slip the chains of slavery upon
every human being that will accept them, and to those
who will not accept their chains to death will be their

ready source of abundant, virtually non-depletable
energy capable of feeding the whole World’s energy
needs.  Numerous backyard inventors have come up
with devices which can use water as a fuel and to that
I can only say, wait ’til they get a handle on what
deuterium will do in their engines!

Trading oil for cows or technology—a basic
BARTER system—is not going to work out very well

which hides enormous “losses” typically equal to 20% of
the “take” of the International Bankers.  In the United
States Rabbi Dov Zakheim somehow managed to
misplace some $3.2 TRILLION in the years 1999 and
2000 alone (see last issue for the details).

Where does all that money go?  It just might be used
to put in place the best politicians and judges money can
buy.  The current banking system pretty much
only escape from the greater horrors to come.
To true Gnosis (Gnosis is a divine mystical

experience) are the Western peoples also denied, and

which without this knowledge their hope for not only
this World, but the next World also, has been taken
from them.  [RK: There is a
difference between
mysterious and mystical but
we’ll allow “Sorcha” the
benefit of the doubt due to
language differences.  The
mystery has been revealed
in the Phoenix Journals so
anyone can know God.]

As in our ancient past, so
must our present efforts
remain in confronting these
ancient monsters from the
‘World that is not our Earth’,
the place of such darkness
that to even utter its name, to
show its symbol, is an affront
to death from that which soon
comes to deliver those human
beings from the final
destruction that awaits these
dragons, and those human
beings that have become their
willing slaves.

[END QUOTING]
Any COMPROMISE or

abridgment of what is known
to be right can be used to
synthesize whatever the
Money Masters wish.  When
it comes to the Global
Alliance Program WE WILL
NOT COMPROMISE.  That
means it’s just going to stand
there waiting for someone to
use it.  It is time for the
world’s leaders to choose
where they stand and how
they fall.

GLOBAL ALLIANCE IS
THE ONLY SOLUTION

I must say I was
surprised that it was Mr.
Lavrov of Russia who
proposed “a new collective
leader”.  Weren’t the
Russians and Chinese
supposed to be “the enemy of
our enemy”?  No “reasonable
alternative”, sir?  Really?
Working with God’s Plan is TOTALLY
REASONABLE and THE ONLY SOLUTION.

The oil-rich countries such as Russia (and yes,
Venezuela) appear to have the advantage in a world of
fiat currency based on PETRO-money wherein the
people have been deceived with regard to the
availability of nearly FREE energy.  (It’s not really
totally free if you count anything for the cost of
building and maintaining plant and equipment for its
distribution.)  How long do you think this will be kept
under wraps?

Fifty years ago the DEUTERIUM in the deep
trench off Surigao, Philippines was identified as a

in the long run.  The purpose of money is to act as a
medium of exchange for such purposes.  The real

GUARANTEES CORRUPTION and tends to attract the
most corrupt individuals to positions of power.

problem with the money system today is that it is not
backed by anything other than enslavement of the
people’s life energies.  Well, that and the fact that it
is controlled by Satan.

The solution is a monetary system backed by
GOLD.  Global Alliance Investment Association can
and will provide the gold to back the money of every
nation.  Under this Program there will be no inflation
and NO NEED FOR TAXATION.  Instead of moving
in goodness the national leaders choose to continue to
work with the adversary.

Perhaps it’s just more “comfortable” for them since
they got used to the perks of the opaque banking system

To summarize:  Satan’s deal allows each nation’s
leader to covertly play with 20% of the pie to his/her
own advantage and in exchange for keeping that
dirty little secret the leader maintains his/her people
in enslavement.  God’s Plan is a 50/50 partnership
with absolute transparency to avoid any hint of
corruption and can eliminate inflation and taxation.

For most people the choice is a “no brainer”.  For
Satan’s Minions, however, it’s another matter entirely.
They have made their “deals with the devil” and
WILL NOT move into goodness.  Accordingly, it will
be up to the people to “make it so”.  Is anyone ready
for FREEDOM?
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At the CENTER of the Satan’s Minions graphic is
President Vladimir Putin of Russia.  Please note that
although his visitor appears to be making some sort of
“devil’s claw” gesture, Mr. Putin himself is not.  We
expect to find out very soon whether or not he really
belongs in the picture.

Are Messrs. Chavez and Ahmadinejad mere
PRETENDERS or are they just UNWITTING?  The
answer to that question, too, should be obvious in very
short order as the global geopolitical situation evolves.

Meanwhile, September 28, 2006 marks the day
of the unmasking of the Beast itself in the USA
with the passage of legislation through the House
and Senate which authorizes torture and does not
exclude U.S. citizens!  It is now up to The Decider to
decide if any particular affront to him constitutes
terrorism.  Further, the new LAW prohibits the
Supreme Court from ruling against it in any way.

Back in April 2006, Seymour Hersh reported in
the New Yorker, there was a little something called
“The April Revolution” when General Pace and the
Joint Chiefs apparently flat-out refused to draw up
plans for nuking Iran.  It will be interesting to see if
they will honor their oaths to defend the Constitution
from all enemies foreign and domestic.  From this
perspective it looks like the contrast has just been
turned up a notch so the people can see the difference
between Good and Evil a little more clearly.  It is the
TIME FOR CHOICES.

It kind of makes you wonder what the BankerZ
really have in mind, doesn’t it?  CIVIL WAR,
perhaps?  WAR, in any case, because that has always
been their solution.  “What if they gave a war and
nobody came?”  It’s certainly something to THINK
about.  This war can be fought in the minds with no
need for bullets.  The war is FOR THE MINDS and
SOULS of the people and if that is kept in mind
everything will work out just fine.

A massive, nation-wide protest against the Bush
Administration is scheduled for October 5.  Anyone
who doesn’t recognize the danger of the current
situation is not alive between the ears, so the turnout
should be such that the mainstream media cannot
overlook it entirely.  Well, we certainly couldn’t ask
for much more “interesting times” in which to live.

VK DURHAM—STILL NO TRUTH IN HER

According to VK, 118 nations have withdrawn
from the UN—so you can know that never happened.
She is referring to the Non-Aligned Movement countries,
those which do not wish to be perceived as “clients” of
either “the West” or the Russia-China alliance.

A meeting of the formerly marginalized NAM
nations—including, now notably, the Philippines—was
just held in Cuba.  Mrs. Arroyo was in attendance and
probably learned a few things.  Days later the leader
of Thailand—who was very popular with the poor
people in his country—found himself ousted by coup.
No doubt this was a message from the BankerZ to all
of those in attendance.

Another absurdity VK presents is: “Commander
HATONN aka Doris J. Ekker”.  Anyone who ever met
Doris knows that is not so.  And certainly anyone with
intelligence knows better.  The Phoenix Journals are
simply not the product of “terrestrial” intelligence.

Too much to do and too little time, it seems.
Someone told us it would be like this!  SALU.

Ron

Gold and Other Interesting Things
Part 5

In the last issue we jumped part of the way into
the 1989 letter from Conrado Limcaoco to President
Corazon Aquino.  We have decided to do a double-
take because the letter is tremendously important and
really should be run in a manner that both shows what
it is and allows for easy copying and distribution.

Accordingly, the following text reprises the
comments of Commander Hatonn at the tail end of
Chapter 9, which was part of the way through writing
#2 of February 18, 2000.

The MAJOR POINT is that the Marcos Gold is
not properly related to the Yamashita Treasure fables.
President Ferdinand E. Marcos “just happened” to be
the attorney for the magnificent Tagean-Tallano estate
ruled upon by Judge Agana in the 1970s.  The records
of those proceedings document 617,500 metric tons
of gold pertaining to the estate.  That is “only” about
19 times the total of all gold in the vaults of all
central banks, globally.

We now resume the series, with proper (re-)
emphasis of the Limcaoco letter to Aquino.

[QUOTING:]

2/18/00—#2 (continued)

...[H:  OK, EVERYBODY, GO BACK AND
REREAD THIS CHAPTER AT LEAST THREE
TIMES AND THE LAST PAGE OR SO AT
LEAST FIVE TIMES!

[I ALSO SUGGEST YOU PAY VERY, VERY
CAREFUL ATTENTION TO THIS NEXT
CHAPTER AND PERHAPS YOU WILL STOP
ASSAULTING MY TEAM AND HAVE A BIT
MORE RESPECT FOR PEOPLE THAT PUT
THEIR VERY LIVES ON THE LINE TO
CREATE AND PRESENT A BETTER WORLD.
YOU ARE GOING TO FIND OUT ABOUT
THINGS BACKING THE “SUPER-FUND” AND
PLAYERS INVOLVED IN DESTRUCTION OF
BOTH THE PHILIPPINES AND THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.]

CHAPTER 10
THE BATTERING RAM

Since the search for the so-called Marcos Fortune
began, the nation has been treated to all sorts of
reports about cash being stashed in the banks of
Switzerland, and gold bullion at Fort Knox, the Bank
of England and many places in the Philippines.  The
diggings at Fort Santiago, sanctioned by no less than
President Aquino’s National Security Adviser, showed
how much the government put its faith in the story of
the hidden gold treasure.

The diggings have stopped but, unknown to the
public, a small group of men continues to operate at
People’s Television 4 station under the tutelage of
Conrado Limcaoco Jr., for no higher purpose than to
pursue leads about the Yamashita Treasure with the
assistance of Noel Soriano, the National Security
Adviser of Cory Aquino.

In the last failed coup, military rebels claimed to
have carted away from PTV-4, documents pertaining
to this gold search.  On the basis of these papers, the
Rebolusyonaryong Alyansang Makabayan—Soldiers
of the Filipino People Young Officers Union—claimed
that the Limcaoco group had recovered some gold and
had gathered facts that lead them to believe the

Yamashita Treasure exists but they appeared
determined to hide this from the Filipino people.

Limcaoco denies the charges.  But he does not
deny the existence of his work and what he has been
doing.  He says that the group’s task is to evaluate
every bit of information that comes along, without
prejudging it.  Most of what comes along is mind-
boggling, but Limcaoco says he is not prepared to
reject anything.

Based on the group’s work, on October 10, 1989,
Limcaoco’s staff prepared the draft of a report to
President Aquino, which proposes to tell all.
Limcaoco says he never signed the letter, and that it
was not sent at all.  But even without the final
signature, and without it having been sent, the letter
reads better than a story, whether factual or fictional.

The following is Limcaoco’s letter to Mrs.
Aquino:

[At this point in the original text the letter now
shown on pages 5-7 was presented.  We have chosen
to emphasize the letter by placing it separately and in
letter format.  Remember:  The real function of the
PCGG is to keep this information HIDDEN.]

NOTE: The small stocks being referred to here by
Mr. Limcaoco are actually the so-called unrecorded
accounts of Imelda and FM’s children.  I was earlier
told by one trustee that some of these smaller stocks
were a part of Mrs. Marcos’ compromise deal with the
U.S. Government, in exchange for her acquittal in the
New York court.

The photocopy of Mr. Limcaoco’s letter to
President Cory Aquino was given to me by a RAM
officer who is now living in the USA and had a role
to play among Col. Red Kapunan’s group, who took
over Channel 4 at the height of the 1989 RAM-SFP-
YOU coup d’etat.  Some concerned citizens at hotel
coffee shops have circulated other similar photocopies.

Even the defunct NEWSDAY dated February 27,
1990 printed the same.

Limcaoco’s Gold Recovery Program had
successfully controlled the part of the Marcos gold,
specifically that taken from the Napindan Channel.
This was the very reason why the Yellow Army
particularly saw to it that Channel 4 should be the first
target area to recover.  The barricades erected
surrounding the TV station’s perimeter were
dismantled only after “the loot” had been successfully
brought out and transferred to “safer” ground.  Thus,
the persuasion flight of the U.S. Phantom Jet.  See the
whole story in succeeding chapters.

At this point, I would like to reiterate the
misconception that the Marcos gold was the
Yamashita Treasure.  The mere mention of Sta.
Romana’s name and other long existing gold
accounts as having never been moved until the
time Marcos gained control over them, including
those at Fort Knox, strongly confirms that the
Marcos gold had been successfully amassed from
different sources.

[END OF PART 5]

Conrado Limcaoco
1989 Letter to

Corazon Aquino
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FOR YOUR EYES ONLY

10 October 1989

CORAZON C. AQUINO
President of the Philippines
Malacanang, Manila

Dear Mrs. President,

I have never wavered in my commitment to serve you and our people over the
past few years.  Even in our bleakest moments, I was confident we would triumph—
and thus far, we have.

In the course of tracking down the right-wing military adventurists, a task which
is continuing, we have unearthed a story—parts of which you may have heard
before—but which we feel deserves a serious second glance at this particular
historical conjuncture.

I ask you to please read through this report personally and not show or pass it
on to other officials of this government until we have had the chance to meet, should
you feel such a meeting is necessary after going through this.

Please suspend your judgment and disbelief and know that this report was
written after much in-depth intelligence work and soul-searching on my part.

I.   Background/Premises
Our work thus far supports the contention that the Yamashita Treasure does exist

and appears to be the basis for the Marcos’ hidden wealth.  What has been recovered
and sequestered to date is not even the tip of the proverbial iceberg.

Over 90% of the world’s legal and illegal gold production were in Asia
at the outbreak of World War II.  Why?  History will tell us why.  From
the galleon trade where spices and silk were traded for gold and other
precious metals to the days before World War II when the Europeans,
fearing a war in the West, moved their gold to their Asian colonies and
former colonies for safekeeping.  Thus, England moved their gold to
Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and Australia—France to Vietnam, and so
forth.  The rest you know.  The Japanese brought the gold here and had to

leave it here as they retreated in defeat.
From 1967 to 1973, Cipirino Garcia Sta. Romana found some of this gold and

began shipping it out of the country, mostly to the PROC (Peoples Republic of
China).  In 1973/4, Sta. Romana signed a power of attorney over the gold to Marcos.
More of the treasure was found with the help of treasure maps, foreign treasure
hunters and the AFP (many of the retired generals now in Hawaii) in subsequent
years.  It was either (1) shipped out as is, (2) laundered via the Central Bank
reminting facilities and through other means and then shipped out, or (3) reburied
under the custodianship of trusted subalterns or heirs.  Further, there reportedly is
still 35-37% of the treasure still to be discovered—which the likes of Noel Soriano
and company have set their eyes on.

II.  The Global Implications
There is a forty (40) year period within which another country may claim

treasure/property taken from it with another country.  This period lapsed in
November 1985.

An interesting question is—who owns the gold?  Or better still—who wants the
gold?  Technically, now the people of the Philippines can lay some claim to the gold,
assuming Marcos was not an innocent “finder” or “treasure hunter” entitled to a
share, but instead used his position and influence to find it, ship it out and even sell
some of it.  To answer the questions—

The countries of Europe want the gold!  They believe much of it was theirs to
begin with.  They want or need it so much they are even willing to buy some of it
back.  A 1983/84 sale we are reconstructing indicates that the 11 monarchs of Europe
syndicated a deal involving over 120 banks with the Bank of England as the lead
bank to buy back some of the gold.  This transaction is known by the code JOB/HK/
25, which I will detail later.

The 12 Asian countries conquered and plundered by Japan in World War II want
the gold!  They believe they have a stake in this as it was from their countries that
the Japanese took it from.  Marcos struck deals with many of these Asian countries.
He shipped back some of the gold to them in return for the share in the booty.  For
example, the gold shipped back to Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and India are
reportedly split now at 70% for the particular country and 30% for Marcos.  Japan
allegedly has been promised 50% of Marcos’ 30% in these Asian settlements.  Mrs.
Yamashita has alleged shares in some of the gold stock in Asia.  I will also detail

this later in this report.
The United States of America wants some of the gold!  The U.S. had virtually

no gold of its own to begin with.  They need it to back their currency and to stave
off economic difficulties.  Marcos shipped large stocks of gold to the U.S.A.  Marcos
allegedly committed to sell 300,000 metric tons of the gold to the U.S.  Obviously,
the Asian countries and the Europeans would look with displeasure at this—if they
knew about it or could prove it.  We have evidence that at least 2 major sales were
negotiated with CIA and U.S. Treasury front organizations in 1983/4 and 1984/5.
One of these transactions in 1984/5, code-named YAB42, was apparently aborted
because of a difference in payment terms.  The U.S. offered 20% in cash and 80%
in U.S. Government securities.

Marcos wanted 80% in cash and 20% in securities.  The amount involved is
staggering.  A taped conversation with one of the buyer negotiators indicates that
senior executive officials of the U.S. Government during the period had to get
Congressional approval to increase the U.S. foreign debt to accommodate this deal.
As late as mid-1986, U.S. officials were trying to convince Marcos to conclude
the deal in Hawaii.  In 1987, feelers from their front organizations—e.g.,
Navegacion Global’s Mr. Bullock—were sent to this Government.  (A letter
from Mr. Bullock was received by Malacanang Records Office last October 8,
1987 and is enclosed as Annex A.)  I believe some of our people may have even
sat with Mr. Bullock.  I do not think they knew what Bullock was really up to—
or understood or believed him if he told them.  We allegedly have gold sitting
in U.S. depositories—which the U.S. Government wants badly.  They reportedly
cannot release their new “rainbow dollars” (multicolored dollar bills) that are
already printed without this gold to back it up.

III.  The Marcos Scheme of Things
Marcos compartmentalized this whole operation so that very few could piece it

all together.  We have managed to assemble quite a number of Marcos’ real
operating people—those that shipped the gold out, found the buyers, negotiated the
transactions.  We are slowly piecing the puzzle together.

For each Marcos account, whether in cash or in bullion, there are assigned
trustees and signatories—some of whom do not even know each other.  There are
secret bank/depository arrangements such as access code and security countersigns.

Before his death, Marcos organized what is called THE UMBRELLA, a network

of 54 people whose task is to manage these assets in the event of his death.  In
theory, The Umbrella, not Mrs. Marcos or his children, would execute his will.  At
least two members of The Umbrella’s inner core of about one dozen are already
working with us.  The Umbrella has never been tested in action before.  Marcos has
never died before.  Those who now work with me, tell me that the Chairman of The
Umbrella is a very decent man who can be talked to on behalf of our nation.
Apparently, there is no sharp cleavage between this group (family, heirs, followers,
etc.) and Imelda’s.  Most of what we know is FM’s, not Imelda’s.  It is doubtful that
even she would know all of FM’s holdings.  The destabilization efforts will most
probably come from Imelda’s camp—not surprisingly.  Marcos is reported to have
revised his will a few months before he died, asking former Solicitor General Estelito
Mendoza to Hawaii for this purpose.  Imelda was reported vehemently against the
revision.  We are trying, through The Umbrella, to get a copy of this will.

Exactly how much gold is involved?  The estimates vary, and understandably
so because of the complex shipping procedures and the compartmentalized nature of
the operation.

I have seen documents saying that the gold under the control of The Umbrella
(there are smaller stocks not reported to or controlled by The Umbrella) is in the
neighborhood of 1.33 million metric tons (MT).  Whether one believes this figure
or a lesser figure is not material, given the magnitude of the entire scenario.  One
metric ton of gold is worth about $11 million.  The Philippines’ annual gold
production is estimated at between 40-60 metric tons.  The world’s “legal” annual
gold production, which is regulated by the London gold cartel so as not to upset gold
prices as well as the value of currencies of the world, is estimated at between 1,200
to 1,400 metric tons.

So, where is the gold?  How much of it have we traced thus far?
IV.  Where is it?

Our sources left out the volume figures for countries other than the United
States, which are relevant for understanding points raised in other sections of the
report.  We do have the detailed breakdown of these other accounts in the other
countries but thought it best to omit these for now.  The volume/amounts involved
are staggering and may be subject to misinterpretation.  There is admittedly a
possibility in some instances of double-counting an entry because of the process of
shipping and laundering the gold from one country to another.  We can present the
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figures per country and per bank should you wish to see them.
Whatever volume figures are ultimately believed or proven, the magnitude

remains astounding.  The gold was shipped out in a span of more than a decade from
the late sixties to the mid-eighties.  In the later frenzied stages, from 1983-85, all
forms of transport were used, from commercial and/or chartered ocean vessels and
aircraft to the military aircraft of the Philippines.
A. Asia
1. PROC—in various depositories in Southern China & Switzerland; joint IRM/
FM stock
—an amount allegedly given to Mao Tse Tung by IRM, 1973, now with Madam Mao
2. Singapore—in three banks in Singapore; banks and signatories identified
—an amount reportedly given to Lee Kuan Yew by IRM in 1975, now in Tatlee
Bank, Singapore
3. Malaysia—in Bank Negara (Central Bank), shipped 1973
4. Indonesia—in at least 4 banks in Jakarta, 9,600 MT sold in 1987 for FM to Union
Bank of Switzerland
5. India—in various depositories; one 94-year-old trustee identified
6. Hong Kong—in 10 Hong Kong banks; banks, signatories, account numbers,
etc. identified
7. Marianas—in private storage, IRM’s stock; trustee identified
8. Palau—in private storage, IRM’s stock, trustee identified
9. Philippines—4,600 pieces, 75 kgs. in 18 identified banks in Metro Manila
—more in private storage, some identified
—more still to be dug up estimated at 400,000 MT
NOTES:  Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 which are FM stocks are probably covered by the 70-
30 deal with each country.  No. 1 still has to be studied further, as both IRM and
Madame Mao are no longer in their respective nation’s political structures.  Nos. 7
& 8 are also IRM stocks and are not probably covered by the 70-30 deal.  Japan and
Mrs. Yamashita have their stakes here as mentioned.  Mrs. Yamashita is co-owner of
some Hong Kong stock (already identified), Japan may expect 50% of FM’s 30% in
these Asian settlements.
B.  U.S. and Environs
1.  38,000 MT—various identified depository banks in New York
2.  72,000 MT—Fort Knox, account no. identified

3.  18,300 MT—in a New York bank; signatories, account codes identified
4.  62,000 MT—various identified depository banks, Canada, Nevada,
California, and Panama
NOTES:  These were shipped out covering a period of more than 10 years from
1973-1983.  The MAFIA and the CIA helped ship it, including some monitored
shipments through Clark Air Base.  Nos. 1 & 2 formed the stock for the YAB42
transaction to be detailed later.  Nos. 3 & 4 were also being sold in 1983-1985.  It
is doubtful any of these transactions were actually consummated.
5.  Bahamas—Banco Bahamas; trustee identified
6.  Panama—Bank of Panama; possible 1983 sales through Navegacion Global’s
Bullock.
C.  Europe
1.  England—in 4 identified London depository banks; IRM’s stock
2,  Switzerland—in various depository banks, some banks and signatories identified
3.  FRG—in various depositories in Luxembourg and Bonn
—Fabian Ver and Edna Camcam’s account, some lent to back up FRG currency
D. Africa
—FM owns 40% of 4 leading gold mining and processing firms.

V.  Some Transactions Worth Looking At
We must differentiate between the movement of the stock, its ultimate

destination and its final disposition in the event it was sold.  The movement often
required numerous transit points and sometimes “laundering” services like those
provided by Johnson Matthey reminting refineries in England and Switzerland, or by
the Golden Eagle reminting plant in Hong Kong and even possibly by our own
Central Bank refinery in Quezon City.  The original form of the treasure was varied
and often indicated the countries of origin—e.g. 75 kg, 91.33 kg bars with various
“hallmarks” like “Sumatra-Lloyd”, a dragon, AAA, etc.  Internationally, the 12.5 kg.
GLD or Good London Delivery bar is the recognized unit of gold that is numbered
and registered in the London Commodity Computer by batches with indicated
owners.  These GLDs in batches are covered by Gold Bullion Certificates (GBCs)
that are also registered in the London computer.  If GLDs are bought and sold, it is
often not necessary to effect a physical transfer of the stock, but merely to credit and
debit, or swap equivalent currency or other GLDs or GBCs.

In 1983, FM gave the signal to start selling his gold in grand fashion.  This was

perhaps triggered by the unrest and re-awakening after 21 August.  Literally hundreds
of gold buyers, traders, brokers and middlemen converged in Manila in the years
1983-85.  FM issued “mandates” to select people to sell this gold for him.  (A sample
of a “mandate” granted to a certain Konsehala Candelaria V. Santiago is enclosed
as Annex B.)  Others managed to secure “sub-mandates” from the original mandate
holders.  Still others produced “fake mandates” that they used to con some buyers
with to give them hefty advances.  We have some of the real mandate holders
working with us.

In passing, today there are over 160 gold buyers and brokers now in Manila,
reminiscent of the 1983-85 years anticipating gold sales by FM heirs or this
Government’s representatives.  I understand a few “looseleaf” pieces of 75 kg. bars
have already been sold.

Three schemes to sell the gold were conceived in this period.  First, the CB
Treasury Bills method, where gold buyers agreed to purchase CB Treasury Bills
equivalent to the gold they were buying.  Using this second method, it could well
be that many of our debts are not really debts but are already paid for in gold.  How
else can one explain the seemingly [——————2 lines missing—————] loan
proceeds for personal ends.  Our sources say that the very top echelon of the WB
and the IMF know of this.  Why are they now putting on the screws for our loans?
Possibly because we have not concluded YAB42.  Third, the direct sale method,
where after a while the sheer magnitude of the gold being sold could no longer be
sanitized by either of the two methods described earlier, outright sales agreements
for gold were negotiated.

We have a good deal of documentary evidence to prove that gold
transactions were, indeed, negotiated by front organizations as well as legitimate
banks in those years.

To highlight a few—
1.  The YAB42 transaction.  This was negotiated in late 1984, early 1985.

As reported, this was initiated by the U.S. Government through the U.S.
Treasury and the CIA.  Front organizations and personalities were used to make
the deal ostensibly a non-governmental transaction.  Dr. Ole Bay (YAB is BAY
backwards) was the main trustee of the buyers’ group.  (A Trust Exchange
Agreement and a Funding Trust Pay Order between seller and buyer in
transaction code YAB42 are enclosed as Annex C.)  Navegacion Global SA,

Dupont and other CIA conduits were used.
Forty-two (42) other major trusts were tapped to help fund this purchase.  Senior

U.S. officials even called FM to confirm the veracity of the mandate holder
negotiating for “the seller”.  Close to 100 prime banks pledged their participation in
helping fund the purchase.  The U.S. offered 20% cash or $200 billion through these
trusts and banks and 80% in U.S. Government securities.  Using the $200 billion
cash as 20% of the transaction, this transaction would then involve 110,000 MT or
over $1 trillion.  The stock for this transaction appears to be the 38,000 MT in New
York and the 72,000 MT in Ft. Knox, which total exactly 110,000 MT.  In June
1986, U.S. Government representatives reportedly asked FM to conclude YAB42 and
turn over the 72,000 MT in Ft. Knox.  He declined.  Earlier, FM signed over the
38,000 MT in New York which the U.S. Government found insufficient.  In 1987,
Navegacion Global’s Bruce Bullock tried to make contact with this government,
possibly to conclude this transaction.

2.  In 1983-84, we have evidence of another transaction involving a minimum
62,000 MT, up to a maximum of 81,000 MT, negotiated with Frank Higdon, another
reported CIA intermediary.  (Investment loans offered to the Philippine Government
which is repayable with 62,321 MT of gold bars is enclosed as Annex D.)  The stock
for this appears to be the 62,000 MT in 4 locations in mainland America plus the
18,300 MT in Citibank, New York.  It is doubtful this transaction was consummated,
as these stocks have reportedly been recently verified to still be in place.

3.  The JOB/HK/25 transaction:  In 1983-84, 29,327 MT was reportedly sold to
the 11 monarchs of Europe with over 120 prime banks participating with the Bank
of England as the lead buyer’s bank.  The proceeds are allegedly sitting in ledger
credits to the seller in the sellers’ banks and even in some buyers’ banks.  The PNB
Singapore and New York branches were actively involved in this transaction and the
key officers of these banks then can reportedly identify where these seller credits are
located.  In commissions alone, there is a reported P200B/$10 billion commission
for the transaction’s brokers credited to the PNB through the CB sent from the
Chemical Bank of New York.  There is an additional $63 million in commissions
for this transaction at the AMEX Bank in Hong Kong.  The brokers who are
claiming these commissions are with us providing us information on this deal and
are willing to negotiate with this Government.

4.  The Central Bank of the Philippines may not be able to balance their books
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as far as gold is concerned.  A July report by a senior Central Bank official to the
PCGG prompted by preliminary information on this project we passed on to the
PCGG does not reconcile with other CB data we have on gold transactions for the
1984-85 period alone.

Further, our sources say that there are at least 5,000 MT of gold in the CB vaults
in Manila and Quezon City.  A recent Chronicle article indicates that COA may be
getting some wind of this.  (The newspaper reports that the Central Bank has violated
audit standards such as under-recording of its actual gold acquisitions and the same
is enclosed as Annex E.)  We have the GBC number of this gold in the CB vaults.
Our sources say that senior CB officials may have begun to cover their tracks by
moving the gold out or logging it under someone else’s account number.  Very
simple, let us conduct a surprise physical count of the gold in both CB vaults.  If
this is true, without working on the rest of what we have uncovered, then this
Government will be richer by $55 billion.

The original GBC was for seven sub-lots of 1,000 MT each.  Sub-lots 2 and 4
have already been disposed of, leaving a balance of 5,000 MT.  Remember, our total
annual gold production is only 40-60 MT and our declared gold reserves are possibly
only in the hundreds of metric tons.

5.  We have evidence to support the October 1983 transaction of 1,000 MT
of FM gold deposited at a PCIB branch under FM trustee Alice Lazo (deceased).
The buyer was Mr. Van Dreck of a front organization called MERCANTUS.  (A
PCI Bank offer to sell gold to Mercantus International Establishment and an
irrevocable Purchase Order by the latter are enclosed as Annex F.)  What
business does a local bank have keeping and selling 1,000 MT of gold?
Apparently, this transaction was consummated.

These are but some of the transactions we have been able to piece together.
We do have some documentary evidence, but our main sources are testimonies
from the people who were actually involved in these transactions who are now
cooperating with us.

VI.  Evaluation and Assessment
We have substantial documentation that, by their sheer volume, indicate these

gold transactions did take place.
More important, we now have in our protective custody key actors that actually

helped FM on an operational level.  Their testimonies have helped us piece this

extremely complex puzzle together.  More importantly, they are willing to assist in
the recovery effort of the Government.  They are key actors—trustees part-owners,
signatories [_________missing line_________].

Why are they helping us?  Partly out of a sense of patriotism.  They are not
rich—many of their relatives are impoverished.  They believe that it would be
criminal to allow the nation to suffer in economic deprivation when something can
be done relatively quickly to correct it.  Quite frankly, they also hope for a just
reward to be granted by this Government for their assistance together with the
necessary immunities from suit and documents to allow them to spend their reward
or commission.  This is one of the aspects needing your approval—the amounts or
percentages should be negotiated on a case to case basis depending on the assistance
given and the amount to be recovered.

They have put their trust in me for the moment.  Loyal FM and IRM henchmen
would definitely not look kindly on their efforts to assist us.

We would have proceeded to develop this project further, except that certain
factors compelled me to bring this matter to your attention now.

First, FM died—unleashing a host of now unpredictable events that may
make purposive action on our end moot and academic.  What was in his will?
Will The Umbrella or can The Umbrella execute his will?  What will IRM and
his other relatives do?  What will the host of account trustees and signatories
do?  What will the banks and depositories do?  We are trying to ascertain the
answers to some of these questions.

Second, the project has grown to a scope now requiring your knowledge and,
to use an FM term, your “mandate” to proceed in directions you agree with.  I am
not funded for an operation of this scope.  To develop this project to this point has
cost nearly P300,000 of borrowed money.  We now have our “assets” in various
safehouses and lodging areas.  Soon, one of our “assets” will go abroad to contact
The Umbrella’s Chairman to check the contents of FM’s will and his willingness to
help our government and our people.  I am totally loyal to our people’s interest
through you and word may get to you from other sources that I am in touch with
“loyalists”.  I need you to know what it is I am doing.

Third, you are scheduled to take your second state visit to the U.S. next month.
Some of our information may have impact on that visit.  At the very least, you are
appraised of what we have gathered to fathom any subtle messages that the U.S.

officials may send to you.  At most, we may be able to put together enough
conclusive data to allow you to bring the matter up to President Bush, if not in
November, [then] at some other opportune moment.

What do we have as far as the recovery of FM’s ill-gotten wealth?  A few
hundred million dollars from deals with overt FM cronies, the sale of some identified
FM assets (buildings, paintings, and other properties) and court cases here, in
Switzerland, and in the United States.

Lately, there are those who propose a “master settlement” approach meaning one
negotiation with possibly IRM or the representatives of FM.  This “master
settlement” may involve the return of FM’s remains and/or some of his exiled
relatives and henchmen.  I agree with you, these conditions should be rejected at the
moment for national security reasons.  Also, one negotiation will not work because
those that propose it are, at best, making “educated guesses” about the amount of the
ill-gotten wealth that is the basis for negotiation.  The PCGG has even recently
proposed holding public discussion groups to try to get more information on the
whereabouts of the wealth and amounts involved.

Lastly, it is doubtful that IRM or any one of the FM heirs would know all or
even most of his wealth, much less make a full disclosure of what little they may
know during these negotiations.  A “master settlement” on the wealth by those that
propose it presently may not result in a fair deal for our Government.

On the other hand, negotiated settlements on a case to case basis—based on
more precise intelligence information and with the cooperation of the principals
involved (the trustees, banks/depositors) in a given case or account—may lead to
faster and fairer results for our Government.  The ex-FM operatives we are talking
to are not politically motivated and place no political pre-conditions (e.g. the return
of FM’s remains or relatives) on assisting us.

Even if a fraction of what we have uncovered is true, moving on it correctly and
recovering some of it for our people could alter the course of our history.

VII.  Proposed Courses of Action and Vital Considerations
1.  Agree to a detailed presentation only to you on what we have uncovered

to date.
2.  Allow us to continue the project to pinpoint concrete action proposals for

your approval.  In this regard, a reporting/feedback mechanism directly to you must
be set up.  Some funding support is also needed, even at this preparatory stage.

3.  The concrete action proposals will probably take the form of proposed
negotiated settlements with the parties involved—aimed at recovering FM’s share for
our Government and our people.  Each negotiated settlement will be different in
nature.  Some may even be on a country to country basis, requiring your direct
intervention (e.g. the U.S. and some of the Asian countries).  Most will be between
specific banks, trustees, and signatories and our government.  I will detail some
possible negotiated settlement formulas when we get to meet.

4.  There are some action proposals that can be done here immediately like the
Central Bank gold and the PNB/CB sale proceeds and commissions outlined earlier.
Due to the sensitive nature of these actions and the possible involvement of senior
officials of this and the previous government, I propose we discuss this in private.

5.  On the local front, some of the trustees/owners/caretakers of the gold already
discovered but stored here in our country have come to me to explore the possibilities
of negotiated settlements.  Initially, some 3,000 MT of gold has been offered.  I have
been told that if this succeeds, there is much more.  I have asked that they bring me
proof positive—gold bars to show you and a visit by me to the site of the gold
stockpile—before I bring this matter up to you for your consideration.

6.  In all negotiated settlements, we must exact a commitment and activate a
monitoring mechanism to ensure that the monies released to parties other than our
Government are not used to destabilize our Government.

7.  Trust is a vital dimension to this undertaking!  Our newfound
“partners”—the FM trustees, signatories and caretakers have placed their trust
in this Government through me and you—whom they believe I report to directly.
Some of them have had “sad experiences” with others in our Government, the
details of which I would rather discuss privately.  I ask in turn for your
continued trust and guidance without which we cannot proceed with this task
nor hope to succeed.  Greater men than I have risked their names and
reputations on parts of this puzzle—some have failed, others have had dubious
interests at heart.  I find myself in a situation where I must try to see this
through its conclusions—because success means a better life for all of us.

{Signed}

CONRADO A. LIMCAOCO, JR.
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9/29/06 (20-43)
Thu., Sept. 28, 2006, Year 20, Day 43

Manila, Philippines

RE: Foundation, GAIA, et. al.

Well, Ron got baptized today.  His very first
typhoon—and the biggest here since 2002.  Did a
lot of damage.  Ripped the roof off part of the
Gilarmi ground-floor utility area and threw it out in
the street.  The construction of the pedestrian
underpass across Ayala Ave. (that Doris looked
forward to so we wouldn’t have to dodge busses,
taxis, etc., on the 8-lane crossing with no light) has
a lot of construction equipment and traffic control
panels that got scattered all over, among which
landed the Gilarmi roof and seems to have been carted
off by the construction men in their clean-up.
Anyway, Ludy reports that the maintenance guys at
the Gilarmi can’t find their roof—looks to be about 30
X 40 feet lost.  The Satellite shows that the eye of the
Phoon has moved on toward Vietnam so the worst
should be over here.  We will probably see lingering
thunderstorms and rain for a couple of days; school
was closed today and tomorrow.

FOUNDATION

Our regular Tuesday morning meeting went very
well.  We seem to have picked up two new attendees
that will add to our contacting ability and our
engineering ability.  The engineer is working with the
Foundation attorney to transfer the first piece of
property to the Foundation in order to establish the
procedure and precedent.

One of the properties that has been legally re-
titled to the Tallano Estate is being claimed by the
University of the Philippines (UP).  Professor
Ramirez, who used to teach there, will contact
them to see if they would like to clear up their
title.  A big church also wants the property so if
the UP doesn’t act, we have an alternative lever.  If
the UP does want the property, GAIA can help
them pay for it (at no cost to them except helping
GAIA get its DEEDs approved for use).

TONGA

Nothing heard from them.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

No progress (that we know about).

SUDAN

It seems Sudan edges a bit closer to a total
disaster each week.  An article on the net just today
has revealed that there is much oil under Darfur—
which of course we had suspected.  It is fairly clear
that somebody is bankrolling the “rebels” to keep the

situation stirred up.  Bona had also said the Arabs (part
of Darfur area borders Egypt) want the oil, also, so
that is the formula for genocide and UN intervention.

PAKISTAN/KASHMIR

No progress (that we know about).

SOUTH AFRICA

Pretty quiet in Carol’s department.  She has been
in Northern California for a couple of weeks and is
now in Germany where Heinz’s relatives live.

OIC

It looks like the “peace accord” with the MILF is
coming apart due to some double-dealing on the part
of GMA’s Administration.  We are pretty sure that
they know about the Annotation from 1903 granting
the three Sultans (at that time) ownership of a lot of
land on Mindanao and all the way to Sulu and Sabah,
of which the MNLF was unaware at the time they
made their agreement in 1996.  The current impasse is
over “indigenous” land.

PHILIPPINE POLITICS

When I look at that heading I nearly throw up
my hands in frustration.  Whole newspapers are
written on the subject every day and what might
mean something one day changes by the next.  This
is surely advanced of Politics 101 and to follow it
requires real concentration.  For instance: 4 U.S.
Marines here on a training mission about a year ago
went on a party their last night and picked up a 22-
year-old Filipina in a bar.  They had a Filipino
driver and his van and one of the Marines made out
with her, or tried, in the fartherest back seat.  There
was an altercation of some sort after which she was
left, pantyless, it was claimed, at the side of the
road.  She yelled rape and the 4 Marines have been
held here at the U.S. Embassy ever since so that
they could be tried in the Makati Court.  They were
at Subic Bay but the defense claimed they couldn’t
get a fair trial so the case was moved to Makati.

On another front a guy named Joc Joc Bolante
converted about $60 million of funds (meant to buy
fertilizer and distribute it to the farmers) to be
actually distributed to a number of Representatives
and Local Politicians to be used to buy votes for
GMA in 2004.  When this got in the news the
Senate invited Joc Joc to answer some questions “in
view of needed legislation”.  He ignored their
invitation and they cited him for contempt and
issued a warrant for his arrest.  When they asked the
U.S. Embassy to help locate him, the Embassy
cancelled his Visa so when he ignored that and landed
in LA, the U.S. Immigration Service arrested him as an
illegal alien and he has been incarcerated ever since—
although they did move his case to Chicago at the

request of his high-powered Chicago attorneys.  This
guy’s testimony could put GMA not only out of office
but in jail for the rest of her life, when added to some
other of her alleged plunder.

The mother of the rapee has leaked to the press
that Joc Joc’s attorneys are dickering with the
government to kill the rape case and turn the
Marines loose in exchange for giving Joc Joc back
his visa so he can stay in the States out of reach of
the Senate.  We can imagine the U.S. is enjoying
having GMA over a barrel since she delights in
“playing the China card”.  Turns out there are more
than one way to sacrifice the lives of Marines.  And
meanwhile, there are serious things going on like
who gets to pay for the oil spill down in the
Visayas that has put some 20,000 families out of
the fishing business for, probably, several years to
come.  Mt. Mayon seems to have settled down
enough that those folks can go back to their little
farms and gardens.

PERSONAL STUFF

Ludy finished computer school and has enrolled in
an English course that is more typically used to tune
up the skills of people going into the “outsourcing”
occupation.  We also have her typing some things for
the paper for typing practice.

The electricity went off completely, even the
Tuscany generator, so I quit and went to bed back
at about So Africa.  This is being written Friday,
September 29, the day after the Phoon.  Today we
can see the damage was worse than we thought.  A
big section of a new building’s metal roof, maybe
20 X 200, was ripped up and folded back.  It is part
of the cover of a series of movie theaters.  Next to
that is an area being cleared to put another high-rise
that now looks like a war zone.  They have brought
in two big tracked back-hoes and a 14 wheeler to
haul away the trash that was blown into the area.
The streets here are lined with trees, mostly acacia,
and 1/4 to 1/3 of them have been uprooted.  All of
those left standing have most of the leaves whipped
off and damaged branches.  Painful to see.

Going into the 2nd night (it is dark at 6 PM
here) there are still several million people in Metro
Manila without power and the devastation was even
worse southeast of here where the Phoon was a “4”
and had dropped to a “3” here.  It is expected to
restrengthen over the warm South China Sea and
belt Vietnam as a 4.

Our experience with GHR has been very positive.
Our attorney, Judge Reyes, has been having a variety
of health problems, prostate, etc., and Ron got him to
do a 3-week parasite cleanse.  That helped but nothing
like his first week on GHR.  He looked better when
we met on Tuesday than I have ever seen him and he
had plenty of energy.  There were glowing reports
from the others (we have 11 on GHR) so we remain
enthusiastic about it.

SUMMARY

Visible progress is slow; Ron assures me, as he
has you in his lead article last issue of the paper, that
the awareness campaign is taking off on dozens of
fronts and is on or ahead of schedule—whatever that
is.  9/11, “their” great masterstroke, seems to be what
will undo them with the American people and of
course that is what we pray and work for.

EJ & Ron

Around the World
With Global Alliance
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An illusion it will be, so large, so vast it will escape their perception.
Those who will see it will be thought of as insane.
We will create separate fronts to prevent them from seeing the connections

between us.
We will behave as if we are not connected to keep the illusion alive.  Our goal

will be accomplished one drop at a time so as to never bring suspicion
upon ourselves.  This will also prevent them from seeing the changes as
they occur.

We will always stand above the relative field of their experience, for we know
the secrets of the absolute.

We will work together always and remain bound by blood and secrecy.  Death
will come to him who speaks.

We will keep their lifespan short and their minds weak while pretending to
do the opposite.

We will use our knowledge of science and technology in subtle ways so that
they will never see what is happening.

We will use soft metals, ageing accelerators, and sedatives in food and water,
also in the air.

They will be blanketed by poisons everywhere they turn.
The soft metals will cause them to lose their minds.
We will promise to find a cure from our many fronts, yet we will feed them

more poison.
The poisons will be absorbed through their skin and mouths; they will destroy

their minds and reproductive systems.
From all this, their children will be born dead, and we will conceal this

information.
The poisons will be hidden in everything that surrounds them, in what they

eat, breathe drink and wear.
We must be ingenious in dispensing these poisons, for they can see far.
We will teach them that the poisons are good, with fun images and

musical tones.
They will see our products being used in film and will grow accustomed to

them and never know their true effect.
When they give birth we will inject poisons into the blood of their children

and convince them it is for their help.
We will start early on, when their minds are young; we will target their

children with what children love most, sweet things.
When their teeth decay we will fill them with metals that will kill their mind

and steal their future.
When their ability to learn has been affected, we will create medicine that

will make them sicker and cause other diseases for which we will
create more medicine.

We will render them docile and weak before us by our power.
They will grow depressed, slow and obese, and when they come to us for

help, we will give them more poison.
We will focus their attention towards money and material goods so they may

never connect with their inner self.  We will distract then with fornication,
external pleasures and games so that they will never be oneness with the
oneness of it all.

Their minds will belong to us and they will do as we say.
If they refuse, we will find ways to implement mind-altering technology

into their lives.
We will use fear as our weapon.
We will establish their governments and opposites within.  We will own

both sides.
We will always hide our objective but carry out our plan.
They will perform the labor for us and we shall prosper from their toil.
Our families will never mix with theirs.
Our blood must be pure always, for it is the way.
We will make them kill each other when it suits us.
We will keep them separated by the ones with dogma and religion.
We will control all aspects of their lives and tell them what to think and how.
We will guide them kindly and gently letting them think that they are guiding

themselves.
We will foment animosity between them through our factions.
When a light shall shine among them, we shall extinguish it by ridicule, or

death, whichever suits us best.
We will make them rip each other’s hearts apart and kill their own children.

We will accomplish this by using hate as our ally, anger as our friend.
The hate will blind them totally, and never shall they see that from their

conflicts we emerge as their rulers.
They will be busy killing each other.
They will bathe in their own blood and kill their neighbors for as long as

we see fit.
We will benefit greatly from this, for they will not see us, for they cannot see us.
We will continue to prosper from their wars and from their deaths.
We shall repeat this over and over until our ultimate goal is accomplished.
We will continue to make them live in fear and anger through images and

sounds.
We will use all the tools we have to accomplish this.
The tools will be provided by their labor.
We will make them hate themselves and their neighbors.
We will always hide the divine truth from them, that we are all one.  This they

must never know!
They must never know that color is an illusion as they must always think they

are not equal.
Drop by drop, drop by drop we will advance our goal.
We will take over their land, resources and wealth to exercise total control

over them.
We will deceive them into accepting laws that will steal the little freedom

they will have.
We will establish a money system that will imprison them forever, keeping

them and their children in debt.
When they shall band together, we shall accuse them of crimes and tell a

different story to the world, for we shall own all the media.
We will use our media to control the flow of information and the sentiment

in our favor.
When they shall rise up against us we will crush them like insects, for they

are less than that.
They will be helpless to do anything, for they will have no weapons.
We will recruit some of their own to carry out our plans, we will promise them

eternal life, but eternal life they will never have, for they are not of us.
The recruits will be called “initiates” and will be indoctrinated to believe false

rites of passage to higher realms.  Members of these groups will think they
are one of us while never knowing the truth.  They must never learn this
truth, for they will turn against us.

For their work they will be rewarded with earthly things and titles, but never
will they become immortal and join us; never will they receive the light
and travel the stars.

They will never reach the higher realms, for the killing of their own kind will
prevent passage to the realm of enlightenment.  This they will never know.

The truth will be hidden in their face, so close they will not be able to focus
on it until it is too late.

Oh yes, so grand the illusion of freedom will be, that they will never know
that they are our slaves.

When all is in place, the reality that we have created for them will own them.
This reality will be their prison.  They will live in self-delusion.

When our goal is accomplished, a new era of domination will begin.
Their minds will be bound by their beliefs, the beliefs we have established

from time immemorial.
But if they ever find out they are our equal, we shall perish.  THIS THEY

MUST NEVER KNOW.
If they ever find out that together they can vanquish us, they will take action.
They must never, ever find out what we have done, for if they do, we shall

have no place to run, for it will be easy to see who we are once the veil
has fallen.  Our actions will have revealed who we are and they will hunt
us down and no person shall give us shelter.

This is the secret covenant by which we shall live the rest of our present and
future lives, for this reality will transcend many generations and life spans.

This covenant is sealed by blood, our blood.
We, the ones from heaven to earth came.
This covenant must NEVER, EVER be known to exist.  It must NEVER,

EVER be written or spoken of—for if it is, the [conscience] it will
spawn will release the fury of the PRIME CREATOR upon us and we
shall be cast to the depths from whence we came and remain there
until the end time of infinity itself.

The Secret Covenant
This chillingly satanic presentation, which came to us from Australia by way of Bankindex.com, last ran in the July 9, 2003 issue.
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Final Warning: Part 7
The World is absolutely awash in the truth

these days, it appears, but it is still very helpful to
get comprehensive, well-researched background
information such as that which is provided in this
serialization of daring author David Rivera’s Final
Warning: A History of the New World Order.

[QUOTING:]

THE CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT

Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919) came to the United
States as a poor immigrant from Scotland in 1848, and
never became an American citizen.  He built the
Carnegie Steel Corporation, which he sold to J. P.
Morgan for $500 million, who incorporated the
company into the United States Steel Corporation in
1901, enabling Carnegie to retire and concentrate on
his philanthropic activities.

In 1889, William Torrey Harris, the U.S.
Commissioner of Education, told a high-ranking railroad
official that the schools were being scientifically designed
not to overeducate children.  He believed that the schools
should alienate children from their parents and religion.
In 1890, Carnegie wrote eleven essays which were
published under the title The Gospel of Wealth.  The
underlying premise was that the free-enterprise system
had been locked-up by men such as himself, J.P.
Morgan, and John D. Rockefeller, and that they not only
owned everything, but also controlled the government.
His worry, was that subsequent generations would realize
this, and work against them.  His solution was to control
the education system, and to create a direct relationship
between the amount of education a person had, and how
good of a job they could get.  Therefore, this created a
motivation for children to attend school, where they
would be taught only what the social engineers of this
country wanted them to know.

This was to be accomplished by instituting the
educational system developed by Prussia between 1808
and 1819.  German Philosopher Johann Gottlieb Fichte
(1762-1814) in his “Addresses to the German Nation”
(1807-08) said that he did not trust parental influence and
preferred education to be carried out in a “separate and
independent” environment controlled by the state.
Prussia became the first government to have compulsory
education, setting up a three-tiered system.  The children
of the elite, about one-half of one percent, went to
schools called academies, and were taught to think and
be independent.  About 5-1/2% went to Realschulen,
where they were partially taught how to think.  The other
94% went to Volkschulen, where the idea of being a
follower and a good citizen was stressed.

This system of education was brought to the
United States through the effort of a coalition of big
business led by Carnegie, J.P. Morgan, and
Rockefeller; major universities like Columbia, Johns
Hopkins, the University of Wisconsin, the University
of Michigan, and the University of Chicago; and large
foundations like Carnegie, Rockefeller, Ford, Mellon,
Peabody, Sage, and Whitney.  The success in creating
an organized compulsory educational system in this
country has allowed the elite of this country to prevent
each generation from truly understanding how this
country is actually run, thus keeping them from doing
anything about it.  This ‘dumbing-down’ has enabled
the government to more easily assimilate the people of
this country into a population which can be easily
deceived and controlled.

John Dewey, known as the “Father of American
Education”, was a Socialist, and a founding member of

international policy, taking up here and there the ends of
international problems and questions which the
governments find it difficult to handle, and ... reaching
conclusions ... which officially find their way into the
policies of government”.

The 1947 Yearbook recommended:
 “…that the Endowment work for the establishment

of the United Nations headquarters in New York ... that
the Endowment construct its programs primarily for the
support of the United Nations ... that the Endowment’s
programs should be broadly educational in order to
encourage public understanding and support of the
United Nations at home and abroad ... that Endowment
supported organizations such as International Relations
Clubs in colleges, the Foreign Policy Association, the
Institute of Pacific Relations, the Council on Foreign
Relations, and local community groups be utilized to
achieve these goals, of achieving broader understanding
and support for the United Nations.”

The Carnegie Endowment and Rockefeller
Foundation gave over $3,000,000 to the Institute of
Pacific Relations, who used the media to convince the
American people that the Communists in China were
agricultural reformers.  The Endowment has also given
money to the Council on Foreign Relations, the Aspen
Institute for Humanistic Studies, the United Nations
Association of the U.S., and the American Civil
Liberties Union Foundation.

Norman Dodd, who in July 1953, was appointed
as the research director of the Special Congressional
Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations,
said he discovered that the oldest tax exempt
foundations were established before the initiation of
income taxes, therefore they existed for a different
purpose.  He examined minutes of the Board of
Trustees, and found that for the first year, the
members concentrated on whether there was any
means more effective than war to alter the life of the
people of a nation.  They concluded that to get
America into an upcoming war, they had to control the
diplomatic machinery of the State Department.

Dodd discovered that all high-level appointments in
the State Department took place only after they had been
cleared through a group called the Council of Learned
Societies, which was established by the Carnegie
Endowment.  He saw in the minutes of the Carnegie
Board, record of a note to President Wilson, requesting
that he “see to it that the War does not end too quickly”.

Syndicated columnist Joseph Kraft, writing in
Harper’s in July 1958, said that records indicated that the
Carnegie trustees hoped to involve the U.S. in a world
war to set the stage for world government.  Dodd said
they wanted “to bring the idea of ‘one-world’
(government) to the point where it is acceptable to the
people of this country.  That is the primary aim, and
everything that has happened since then is a means to
that one end.”  Their memos indicated that they believed
their efforts were successful, because the war “had
brought about a change in the American psyche”.

In the archives of the Endowment, Dodd discovered
that they felt that the “only way to maintain control of
the population was to obtain control of education in the
U.S.  They realized this was a prodigious task so they
approached the Rockefeller Foundation with the
suggestion that they go in tandem and that portion of
education which could be considered as domestically
oriented be taken over by the Rockefeller Foundation
and that portion which was oriented to international
matters be taken over by the Carnegie Endowment.”
Dodd said that “they decided that the success of this
program lay in an alteration in the matter in which
American history was to be presented.”

The Guggenheim Foundation agreed to award
fellowships to historians recommended by the Carnegie
Endowment, and a group of 20 were assembled, and sent

the Intercollegiate Socialist Society (who changed their
name to League for Industrial Democracy, which he
became the President of), and one of the 34 signers of
the Humanist Manifesto in 1933.  In his My Pedagogic
Creed (1897) and The School and Society (1899), he
expressed his belief at how the schools should be
instrumental in developing a socialist society in America.
His system of ‘progressive education’ would
deemphasize academics, and use psychology to do that.
The July 1908 Hibbert Journal quoted him as saying:
“Our schools … are performing an infinite significant
religious work.  They are promoting the social unity out
of which in the end genuine religious unity must grow.”

With a grant of $27,000,000, Carnegie established
the Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh, in
1900, which became the Carnegie-Mellon University in
1967, when it merged with the Mellon Institute, which
had been founded in 1913.  In 1905, he established the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
which, within a 20 year period, gave over $20 million to
retiring teachers (and widows) at universities and
technical schools in the United States and Canada to
support the profession and encourage higher education.
In 1904, in the U.S., and 1908 in the United Kingdom,
he set up the Carnegie Hero Fund to reward heroic deeds
by civilian citizens, and gave out close to $500,000,000.
He also established the world-renowned Carnegie Hall,
and over 2,000 public libraries.  He was also a major
supporter of the Tuskogee Institute in Alabama, which
was founded by Booker T. Washington.

The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
was established in 1910, to promote international peace
and bring about the abolition of war; and the Carnegie
Corporation of New York in 1911 (with a grant of
$125,000,000), was set up “to promote the advancement
and diffusion of knowledge and understanding among
the people of the United States by aiding technical
schools, institutions of higher learning, libraries,
scientific research, hero funds, useful publications, and
by such other agencies and means as shall time to time
be found appropriate therefore”.

With such a history of philanthropic contributions,
the Carnegie Endowment, on its face, appeared to be
innocent.  However, its goal of promoting international
peace, was just a ruse to disguise its true purpose to
promote one-world government.

The first three Presidents of the group were: Elihu
Root, socialist and former Secretary of State under
President Theodore Roosevelt, who was a leading
advocate of the League of Nations; he was succeeded in
1925 by Nicholas Murray Butler, the former President of
Columbia University; and then Alger Hiss, the
communist who helped found the United Nations.  Their
President during the 1960s, was Joseph E. Johnson (a
member of the CFR), a close friend of Hiss, who was
known as the “permanent unofficial Secretary of State”.
He worked closely with the Donner Foundation,
which financed the Temple of Understanding, an
occult organization connected to the Lucis Trust in
England (a group of Satan worshipers with ties to the
Theosophical Society).  Members of the Temple met
at the Endowment headquarters in the United
Nations Plaza. Among their members: Robert
McNamara (Secretary of Defense under Kennedy
and Johnson), Eleanor Roosevelt, Thomas Watson
(President of IBM), Max Lerner, James Linen (of
Time-Life), Norman Thomas, James A. Pike,
Ellsworth Bunker, and John D. Rockefeller IV.

The 1934 Yearbook of the Carnegie Endowment,
said that they were “an unofficial instrument of
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to London, where they were briefed and became
founding members of the American History Association.
In 1928, the A.H.A. was given a grant of $400,000 by
Carnegie to write a 7-volume study on the direction the
nation was to take.  The secret of its success would be
that it would be done gradually.

Rene Wormser, legal counsel to Reece’s Committee,
said that the Carnegie Endowment was attempting to
mold the minds of our children by deciding “what should
be read in our schools and colleges”.  He also described
how the Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation,
the Carnegie Endowment, and the Carnegie
Corporation jointly sponsor conferences to push the
goals of the United Nations.

The investigation by Reece’s Special House
Committee, found that the Carnegie Corporation financed
the writing and publication of the Proper Study of
Mankind by Stuart Chase, the book praised by the
communist agents Harry Dexter White and Lauchlin
Currie, which outlined an “ideal” society in which the
individual is suppressed.  Over 50,000 copies
of the book were distributed by the
foundation to libraries and scholars.  They
also gave a $340,000 grant to print a 17-
volume study on American education by Dr.
George Counts, which was later called “an
educational program for a socialist America”.

THE FORD FOUNDATION

In 1903, Henry Ford, Sr. (1863-1947)
founded the Ford Motor Company, and in
1907, he bought out all of his partners, so
his family would control the entire company.  In 1924,
he was so popular, that various polls indicated that he
would be elected President if he ran.

In 1936, with his son Edsel, he established the
Ford Foundation as an inheritance tax dodge, which he
saw as a plot to take money away from Americans;
and for his family to retain control after his death.  An
enemy of the establishment, Ford wanted American
hero Charles A. Lindbergh (who supported the
conservative ‘America First’ movement) to be the
Director of his Foundation, but Lindbergh refused.  Ford,
and his son Edsel, died before the Foundation’s
leadership could be placed in safe hands, and control
passed to Edsel’s widow, and grandson Henry Ford II
(who later married into the Rothschild family), who
brought in such ‘insiders’ as William Benton, Dr. Robert
M. Hutchins (who became Associate Director), and Paul
G. Hoffman (who became the Chief Administrator).

The Ford Foundation, with assets of $4 billion, is
the world’s largest endowment.  They own 90% of
Ford Motor’s stock.  Ford also established the Edison
Institute; and the Henry Ford Hospital, which gave
two-thirds of its grants to education, and one-third to
communications, public health, economic
development, science, engineering, senior citizens, the
humanities and the arts.

The Foundation financed a Black voter registration
drive in Cleveland, which helped elect the city’s first
Black mayor ($175,000); financed the pro-Castro
Mexican-American Youth Organization in Texas; gave
grants to the Marxist Black group known as C.O.R.E.
($475,000); the leftist National Students Association
($315,000); the socialist Citizens Crusade Against
Poverty ($508,500); the communist-controlled
Southern Christian Leadership Conference ($230,000);
the leftist Urban League ($1,600,000); the pro-
Vietcong American Friends Service Committee, which
encouraged pacifism, resistance to military service and
preparedness, and conscientious objectors ($100,000);
National Council of Churches ($108,000); Anti-
Defamation League ($35,000); National Catholic
Conference for Interracial Justice ($552,000);

American Jewish Congress ($100,000); American
Council for Nationalities Service ($200,000); National
Committee Against Discrimination in Housing
($162,000); Council on Foreign Relations
($1,000,000); Adlai E. Stevenson Institute of
International Affairs ($1,000,000); UNESCO
($200,000); United Nations Association ($150,000);
Institute for International Education ($1,625,000);
American Assembly ($166,000); World Affairs
Council ($102,000); Congress for Cultural Freedom
($1,500,000); the Committee for Economic
Development’s Foreign Policy Research ($275,000);
National Committee on U.S.-China Relations
($250,000); the communist-staffed Southern Regional
Council ($648,000); the leftist National Educational
Television and Radio Center ($6,000,000); and the
Public Broadcast Laboratory ($7,900,000).

In November 1953, Norman Dodd, Director of
Research for the House Special Committee
investigating the tax-exempt foundations, was told by

Roman Gaither, President of the Ford Foundation,
“that most of the men who are now running the
foundations, formerly worked for the State
Department, the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Association, the Marshall Plan or other
foreign relief agencies, and that in those capacities,
they were working under instructions from the White
House to bring about such sociological, economic, and
political changes, as would make union with
communist Russia easy and comfortable for the
American people.  Now, in the foundations, we are
working toward the same objectives.”  He said that the
Ford Foundation operated under directives which
“emanate from the White House” and that the
“substance of the directives under which we operate is
that we shall use our grant-making power so to alter
life in the United States that we can be comfortably
merged with the Soviet Union.”

The Fund for the Republic (one of the six other
Ford-controlled foundations), founded in 1953 under
the direction of Robert G. Hoffman and Robert M.
Hutchins, are known for their attacks on the internal
security program of America, and criticism towards
the FBI and Congressional committees investigating
communism.  They were responsible for ending the
anti-communist fervor that was sweeping the country.
They were also responsible for the establishment of
the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, in
Santa Barbara, California, who developed a
Constitution for one-world government.

Robert McNamara, an executive with the Ford
Motor Co., became the Foundation’s President in
1960, later resigning to serve as the Secretary of
Defense (1961-68) in the Kennedy and Johnson
Administration.  He helped lay the foundation for the
SALT treaty.  In 1968, he became President of the
World Bank.  McGeorge Bundy, a CFR member, the
Chief Advisor for Foreign Affairs for Kennedy and
Johnson, became President of the Foundation in 1966.
He ushered in an era of social unrest by announcing
that the Negro movement, “the first of the nation’s
problems”, would be his top priority.

THE STOCK MARKET CRASH
AND DEPRESSION

The Federal Reserve Board held a secret meeting
on May 18, 1920 to plan a depression.  Large banks
began calling in loans, causing stocks to drop from a
high of 138.12 in 1919, to a low of 66.24 in 1921.
When the value of government bonds plummeted, they
were forced to call in even more loans.  When
thousands of the banks’ customers could not pay
their notes, the banks seized their assets.

After 1922, profits rose, and with the Federal
Reserve’s ability to lend ten times more than their
reserves, credit was easily obtained.  From 1923 to
1929, $8 billion was sliced off of the deficit.  The
Reserve expanded the money supply by 62%, and this
excess money was used to bid the stock market up to
fantastic heights.  The media began publicizing that there
was an enormous profit to be made from the stock
market.  This push was planned at a meeting of the

International Bankers in 1926, who made the
boom possible, and who [were] going to
bring about financial disaster later.

In 1928, the House hearings on the
Stabilization of the Purchasing Power of
the Dollar, revealed that the Federal
Reserve Board had met with the heads
of various European central banks at a
secret luncheon in 1927 to plan what
they believed may be a major crash.  On
February 6, 1929, after Montagu Norman,
Chairman of the Bank of England, came to
the United States to meet with Andrew

Mellon, the Secretary of Treasury, the Reserve
reversed its monetary policy by raising the discount
rate, and during the next few months, after Paul Warburg
had issued a tip in March, 1929, Illuminati members,
who knew what the future held, got their money out of
the stock market, reinvesting it in gold and silver.  In
the year before the crash, 500 banks failed.

On October 24, 1929, the New York banking
establishment began calling in their loans, forcing their
customers to sell stock at ridiculously low prices in
order to pay off the loans.  Stock prices fell by 90%,
and U.S. Securities lost $26 billion.  Thousands of
smaller banks and insurance companies went bankrupt,
and people who had been millionaires, were now
broke.  To prolong the depression after the crash, from
1929 to 1933, the Reserve began to reduce the money
flow by one-third.

The Great Depression, as it became known, was
engineered by the Illuminati to take money from the
people, and to make them dependent on the
Government through the subsequent New Deal
programs of Roosevelt.  Congressman Louis T.
McFadden, Chairman of the House Banking and
Currency Committee said: “It was no accident.  It
was a carefully contrived occurrence ... The
International Bankers sought to bring about a
condition of despair here so they might emerge as
the rulers of us all.”

To a limited extent, this same method was used to
create minor ‘depressions’ in 1937, 1948, 1953, 1956,
1960, 1966, 1970, and 1979.

In his book, My Exploited Father-in-Law by
Curtis Dall (son-in-law of Franklin D. Roosevelt)
wrote: “The depression was the calculated ‘shearing’
of the public by the World Money powers, triggered
by the planned sudden shortage of supply of call
money in the New York money market … The One
World Government leaders and their ever close
bankers have now acquired full control of the money
and credit machinery of the U.S. via the creation of
the privately owned Federal Reserve Bank.”

[END PART 7]

“The depression was the calculated ‘shearing’ of the
public by the World Money powers, triggered by the
planned sudden shortage of supply of call money in the
New York money market … The One World
Government leaders and their ever close bankers have
now acquired full control of the money and credit
machinery of the U.S. via the creation of the privately
owned Federal Reserve Bank.”
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World News Desk
In a brief reprise of his “Red Symphony” articles,

Dr. Henry Makow provides a definite underline for
this issue’s cover story, “All World Leaders Are
Working with Satan”.  Every nation has a central bank
which provides it with its supply of money and every
national leader must work with the independent central
bank in order for government to function.

[QUOTING, emphasis added:]

CENTRAL BANKERS SEEK
TOTALITARIAN POWER

By Henry Makow, <SaveTheMales.ca>, 12/3/05

The “War on Terror” is a ruse by central
bankers to control every aspect of your life.

Rereading “The Red Symphony” recently, I was
shocked to read an insider’s statement that the bankers
are not content with infinite wealth, but want
unlimited power.

“The Red Symphony” is a 1938 Stalinist Secret
Police (NKVD) interrogation of Christian Rakovsky, a
Soviet ambassador who was a close associate of Leon
Trotsky, Rothschild’s agent.

I introduced this explosive 50-page document to
my readers two years ago.  It strips the veil from modern
history and explains the real meaning of Revolution,
Communism, Freemasonry and War.  It was not
intended to become public knowledge.  The translator,
a Dr. J. Landowsky, made an unauthorized copy.

The human experiment is endangered by
private interests who have usurped the function of
money creation.  Modern history reflects the
gradual process by which they transfer all wealth
and power to themselves, destroying Western
Civilization and creating a world police state.

Rakovsky, whose real name was Chaim Rakover,
was sentenced to death in Stalin’s purge of the
Trotskyite faction of the party.  Leon Trotsky wrote in
his autobiography, My Life: “Christian G. Rakovsky ...
played an active part in the inner workings of four
Socialist parties—the Bulgarian, Russian, French, and
Roumanian—to become eventually one of the leaders
of the Soviet Federation, a founder of the Communist
Internationale, President of the Ukranian Soviet of
People’s Commissaries, and the diplomatic Soviet
representative in England and France ...”

Rakovsky tried to convince his interrogator that
Stalin should cooperate with the bankers who “are just
like you and me.  The fact that they control unlimited
money, insofar as they themselves create it, does not
... determine the limits of their ambitions ...  The
bankers, have the impulse towards power, towards full
power.  Just as you and me.”

They created the Communist state as a “machine
of total power” unprecedented in history.  In the past,
due to many factors, “there was always room for
individual freedom.  Do you understand that those
who already partially rule over nations and worldly
governments have pretensions to absolute domination?
Understand that this is the only thing which they have
not yet reached.”

A pernicious force paralyzes our national life.
Rakovsky identifies it:  “Imagine to yourself, if you
can a small number of people having unlimited power
through the possession of real wealth, and you will see
they are the absolute dictators of the stock
exchange and [economy] ...  If you have enough

such a cosmic importance?  Is not war already a
revolutionary function? … [E]very war was a giant
step towards Communism.”

After the murder of (Illuminati member Weimar
Foreign Minister) Walter Rathenau in 1922, the
Illuminati give political or financial positions only to
intermediaries, Rakowsky says.  “Obviously to
persons who are trustworthy and loyal, which can be
guaranteed a thousand ways: thus one can assert that
those bankers and politicians [HM: in the public eye]
are only men of straw ... even though they occupy
very high places and are made to appear to be the
authors of the plans which are carried out.”

In 1938, Rakovsky outlined three reasons for the
upcoming Second World War.  The first is that Hitler
began to print his own money.  [How many people
knew that fact?]  “This is very serious.  Much more than
all the external and cruel factors in National-Socialism.”

Secondly, the “fully developed nationalism of
Western Europe is an obstacle to Marxism ... the need
for the destruction of nationalism is alone worth a
war in Europe.”

Finally, Communism cannot triumph unless it
suppresses the “still living Christianity”.  He refers to
the “permanent revolution” as dating from the birth of
Christ, and the Reformation as “its first partial victory”
because it split Christianity.  This suggests that the
“conspiracy” also contains a racial or religious factor.

“In reality, Christianity is our only real enemy
since all the political and economic phenomena of the
Bourgeois States.  Christianity controlling the
individual is capable of annulling the revolutionary
projection of the neutral Soviet or Atheist State.”

Now the Central Bankers are promoting World
War Three as in “The Clash of Civilizations”.
Substitute Islam for Christianity above.

Conclusion
Our beliefs must adjust to the truth and not vice

versa.  Apparently, the truth is that a relatively small
clique of Jewish banking families and their non-
Jewish allies in the leading families of Europe and
America have usurped control of money creation,
and with it the destiny of the world.

This overclass owns or controls most of the
world’s largest corporations, media organizations,
intelligence agencies, secret societies, universities,
politicians, foundations, think tanks and NGOs.  It
also appears to dominate organized crime.

Sept. 11, the War on Terror and Iraq are part of an
inexorable process by which this overclass increases
its wealth and control.  The end goal is a world
police state in which the masses will be deprived of
their wealth, freedom and possibly their lives.

Neo Cons are really Neo Communists.  They
jeopardize the security of their fellow Jews (as well
as all Americans) by their evil machinations.  Jews
should follow my example and repudiate them.

The overclass wants us to see it as a “Jewish
problem”.  This way it can deflect blame onto
innocent Jews and then dismiss opposition as “hatred”
and “prejudice”.  The problem is mainly one of
money creation (credit) that has led to an untenable
concentration of wealth and power a few hands.

Almost everyone who is “successful” in society,
Jewish or not, is forced, wittingly or unwittingly to align
themselves with the overclass.  Our religious, cultural
and political institutions have been subverted.  This
explains the false quality of social life in the West.

... God is more powerful than the satanic force
that holds mankind in its thrall.  But His will
cannot be done unless men do it.

Whatever the cost, doing nothing will cost more.
The affluence we now enjoy is part of an age-old plot
to ensnare and enslave humanity.

[END QUOTING]

imagination then ... you will see [their] anarchical,
moral and social influence, i.e. a revolutionary one ...
Do you now understand?”

The Revolutionary Movement, which defines
modern history, was a means to increase banker power
by destroying the old order.

In the French Revolution power subtly passed to
the bankers who weren’t constrained by Christian
niceties, Rakovsky says.  “The supreme Royal power
was taken over by persons, whose moral, intellectual
and cosmopolitan qualities did allow them to use it.  It
is clear that these were people who had never been
Christians, but cosmopolitans.”

Communism, far from distributing wealth, is
designed to concentrate it in the hands of the world’s
wealthiest people.  (The State owns the wealth and
they own the State.)  And Marxism, “before being a
philosophical, economic and political system, is a
conspiracy for the revolution”.

Rakovsky scoffs at the “elementary Marxism ...
the demagogic popular one” that is used to dupe the
intellectuals and the masses.

(Whatever its intrinsic merits, Socialism seems
designed to bribe and make people dependent on big
government, which the bankers control.)

As for Freemasonry:  “Every Masonic
organization tries to create all the required
prerequisites for the triumph of the Communist
revolution; this is the obvious aim of Freemasonry,”
says Rakovsky, a high-ranking Mason himself.

The aim of the Revolution is no less than to
redefine reality in terms of the interests of the
bankers.  This involves the promotion of subjective
truth over objective truth.  If Lenin “feels something
to be real” then it is real.  “For him every reality,
every truth was relative in the face of the sole and
absolute one: the revolution.”

In other words, white is black and up is down.
This is the way it was in the Soviet Union and this is
now happening to us.  Truth and justice are being
replaced by political diktat.  “Political correctness” a
Bolshevik term is now in common usage.  Physicists
like Steven Jones who question Sept.11 are silenced.
Historians like David Irving are jailed.

Rakovsky marvels that “the benches on which sat
the greasy usurers to trade in their moneys, have now
been converted into temples, which stand
magnificently at every corner of contemporary big
towns with their heathen colonnades, and crowds go
there ... to bring assiduously their deposits of all their
possessions to the god of money ...”

He says the Soviet five-pointed star represents the “five
Rothschild brothers with their banks, who possess colossal
accumulations of wealth, the greatest ever known.”

Isn’t it strange that Marx never mentions this fact?
Rakovsky asks.  Isn’t it strange that during
revolutions, the mobs never attack the bankers,
their mansions or banks?

War is the means by which the central bankers
advance their goal of totalitarian world
government.  Rakovsky says Trotsky was behind the
murder of Arch Duke Ferdinand (which sparked
WWI).  He recalls the phrase used by the mother of
the five Rothschild brothers: “‘If my sons want it, then
there will be no war.’  This means that they were the
arbiters, the masters of peace and war, but not
emperors.  Are you capable of visualizing the fact of

WorldNewsMail@Gmail.com
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Ah, BUT—in order to succeed they had to destroy
Christ-consciousness.  This is NOT the same thing as
“Christianity”.  The ONE God disdains the religions of
man which, you guessed it, have been fostered and
promoted throughout history by the very same
diabolical money power we have been discussing.

Did anyone pick up on the Hegelian Dialectic in
the foregoing article, where Rakovsy notes how the
Reformation “split”—compromised, abridged—
Christianity?  FOR THE DIVINE PLAN TO BEAR
ITS FRUIT WE MUST LIVE THE TRUTH
WITHOUT COMPROMISE—no more, no less.

THE GOLDEN AGE REQUIRES A
FOUNDATION OF GOLD

The headline of this paper states a FACT: All
world leaders are, at present, working with Satan.
WHAT ARE THEY THINKING???

There is no way to build a Golden Age on the
current foundation of global FIAT currency controlled
by a tiny handful of elite controllers.

Let’s take the position of Mr. Putin of Russia and
let’s assume, for the moment, he is a good man who
wants the best for his people.  He has the authority
and respect to structure his own nation impeccably.
He can chase out the Bolshevik element and shut
down the nefarious activities of the Oligarchs; he can
develop Russia’s energy and other resources and
structure honorable deals with his neighbors; he can
keep inflation low and the economy moving forward
with his citizens paying taxes far less than countries
like the United States, Canada and most others.

So far so good?  Not really because what we have
just described is an uncompromising NATIONALIST
and that puts Mr. Putin in line for a head-on collision
with the Banking Cartel’s agenda of GLOBALISM.

In case no one has noticed, the NATO Nazis have
been moving into countries all around Russia.  NATO
forces are scheduled to replace U.S. forces in
Afghanistan and NATO continues to court—with
money in hand—any nation in the region where it
might gain a toehold.

Suddenly, despite a working agreement with the
country of Georgia, there is tremendous friction being
generated, to the extent that (according to Sorcha Faal)
some 10 Russian military divisions have been put on
highest alert preparatory to outright WAR—the usual
Bankers’ solution to obstinate problems.

There will be no peace until “someone” deals with
the root of the problem.

There are other problems with this approach, too.
Russia has thrived on higher oil prices in the short
term but has so far not managed to accomplish one of
its primary objectives, which is to lock in these high
prices with long-term deals to supply the energy needs
of Europe and China.

How much longer do YOU suppose oil will
remain the number one energy resource in the world?
The Internet is full of so-called “free energy”
technology.  Several backyard inventors have come up
with techniques for allowing engines to split water and
burn the hydrogen content.  Deuterium, of course, has
a much higher percentage of hydrogen and makes a
superior non-polluting fuel.

Mr. Chavez faces similar problems in this regard.
Venezuela just might have the largest accessible oil
reserves of any nation in the world.  Unfortunately,
most of this oil is of the “heavy” variety and far more
costly to refine.  It is economical at prices above $50
per barrel but at lower prices it just doesn’t pay.

So far Mr. Chavez has had some success in
trading oil for various goods and services in basic
barter arrangements with other countries.  But barter
will never work as well as commerce based on an

acceptable medium of exchange—money, in a word.
Venezuela has taken a high profile in the Non-

Aligned Movement organization and at the Summit of
the 118-nation NAM in Havana Mr. Chavez proposed
his own short-sighted solution to the money problem.
As reported in The Hindu—India, 9/17/06:

Havana (PTI): Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez has proposed the creation of a bank of south-
American nations to use international reserves for
financing the development of these countries.

“If we are going to have a ‘Bank of the South’,
we cannot lose one single day to use our international
reserves to finance our development,” he told the 14th

Summit of 118-nation NAM here on Friday.
“Where are our reserves today?... in the

countries of the North. This is about re-launching
the potential of NAM and the basis of unity of this
movement,” Chavez said.

Coming down heavily against international
financial institutions, the Venezuelan President,
well-known for his anti-U.S. views, said “we don’t
accept the kind of development the World Bank or
International Monetary Fund wants to push on us
to change our hopes, our souls and our pain.” ...

Can anyone fail to see that the success of a ‘Bank
of the South’ is entirely dependent on the International
Bankers behind the very WB/IMF structure Mr.
Chavez claims to abhor?  This is NO SOLUTION
even if it demonstrates a commendable intention.

Please re-read the Josiah Stamp quote at the very
start of this issue and you will KNOW that the only
permanent solution will be found in taking the power
to create money away from the International Bankers.
Nothing short of that is going to work.

God has made the solution available in the form
of the Global Alliance Investment Association
Program.  Earlier, we characterized it as a 50/50
proposition in lieu of Satan’s 20/80 deal with these
leaders but that doesn’t really do it justice.  The
GAIA Program offers 100% transparency
WITHOUT USURY, without enslaving the people’s
life energies through an entirely debt-based
monetary system, without inflation and with no
need for taxation.

ONLY the implementation of the Global Alliance
Program can remove the power to create money out of
nothing from the International Bankers.  WHEN it is
implemented, mankind can enjoy the onset of a true
Golden Age.

George H.W. Bush was President of
the United States in 1991 when
Public Law 102-14 was passed.  That
law essentially made the Talmudic
Noahide Laws the law of the land.
Not surprisingly,   George W. Bush is
following in his father’s footsteps.

Yes, that is
the Talmud

he is carrying.
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Public Notice

President Arroyo Given Notice re Termination of Gold Lease

On August 22, 2006 the
Tallano Foundation provided

the Republic of the
Philippines through its

nominal President, Gloria
Arroyo, this 15-Day Notice of

Termination of the lease of
400,000 metric tons of gold.

This gold should now be
available to the Foundation—
and hence, for the benefit of

all Filipinos.  No response has
been received as of the date

of this publication.

This notice will be construed as a continuation of compliance with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule
301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and attending State rules).  If all interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation
or matter of law addressed herein, the position will be construed as adequate to requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving
fundamental law.  A true and correct copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection at the newspaper
Contact (P.O. Box 27800 Las Vegas, NV 89126, USA) which is responsible for publishing the instruments as a legal notice.
In the Republic of the Philippines, comments and objections may be filed in writing by addressing Global Alliance Investment
Association at 6751 Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Metro Manila, Philippines.  Others may be addressed to Global Alliance
Investment Association, 3132 West Post Road, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89118 USA.

In fulfillment of requirements for sufficient legal notice, this is the third and final running of these notices.
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On August 10, 2006 the
Tallano Foundation
provided the Land

Registration Authority
(LRA) this 10-Day Notice
to Cease and Desist from
the issuance of spurious

titles based on titles which
the Supreme Court has

already declared null and
void.  No response has been

received as of the date of
this publication.

On August 14, 2006 the
Tallano Foundation

provided Julian Morden
Tallano this Notice of

Termination and Denial of
Association, which will also
be run in a local newspaper

as a Legal Notice, so the
public is informed of the

situation.  No response has
been received as of the date

of this publication.
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NEVADA CORPORATIONS:

(702) 870-5351
P.O. Box 27103

Las Vegas, NV 89126
E-Mail: BCR@BudgetCorporateRenewals.com

“Nevada corporations
at Budget prices”

CORPORATION SETUP AND MAINTENANCE FEES

Budget Corporation—includes:
 First-year resident agent fee
 Corporate Charter
 Articles of Incorporation
 Corporate Bylaws
 Corporate Resolutions
 Budget corporate record book
 3.5” floppy disk of resources

TOTAL      $410

For more information:
“THE NEVADA CORPORATION MANUAL”

Priced at just $45, including shipping and handling

Nominee Service      $200
Obtain EIN      $ 75
Bank Account Setup      $100
Expedite (24-hr. setup)      $150

Annual Resident Agent Fee      $ 85
Budget Mail Forwarding (18 per yr)    $ 50
Full Mail Forwarding (240 pcs/yr)       $150

For some 7 years over 100 Phoenix Journals were
withheld from the public domain never having been
published.  We acknowledge Dr. Overholt for his
efforts in collating the writings of Commander
Hatonn into Journal format and are pleased to now
be able to offer these Journals “as-is” until such time
as others can apply the finishing touches (titles,
indexing, etc.)

Free Download at:
www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com

For the latest News on the
‘DivinePlan’

 unfolding from the Philippines:
www.GlobalAllianceAssn.com

Global  Alliance Investment Association

Phoenix Source Online
email: GCHContact@OneMain.com

www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
-Published and unpublished Journals

- CONTACT back-issues

FAIR USE NOTICE:
This News Review contains excerpts of copyrighted material intended
to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights,
economic, scientific and social justice issues.  Such use is considered
‘fair use’, exempt from copyright laws as provided for in Title 17, Ch.
1, Section 107 of the U.S. Code.

Phoenix Source Distributors
(800) 800-5565

While many stock-market investors have recently discovered the meaning of the word “risk”, it’s too
bad they never learned to invest in Nevada shell corporations, which continue to appreciate in value.

An aged corporate shell—commonly referred to as a “shelf” corporation, an indication that it has not
been used, only put “on the shelf”—will generally increase substantially in value over time.  This is
because there are those who can benefit greatly by the ability to instantly get into business and yet have
the ability to say that the corporation has been in business for some time.

Generally, the value of an aged “shell” corporation is more than the amounts paid to keep it current,
although there may be a significant difference between “bid” and “ask” due to the small size of the
market.  If you are the holder of such an aged corporation with no real activity in its history, you just
might find that it has been a fair investment.  The best way to sell such an entity is often by consignment,
whereby the seller consents to pay a percentage of the sale price realized to a middleman (typically, a
resident agent such as BCR) with good contacts in the market place.  Unfortunately, many who have held
such a gem of an investment have been taken advantage of by predatory middlemen, who typically offer
only a few hundred dollars for a corporation that they turn around and sell for many thousands of dollars.

Some people acquire a number of newborn corporations specifically as an investment.  If this sounds
like something you would like to do, here are several steps you can take to maximize the value:

• Obtain an Employer Identification Number;
• Use nominee service so that there is no link to you personally;
• Open a no-interest bank account for the corporation;
• File “zero income” (non-activity) tax returns every year;
• DO NOT TRANSACT ANY BUSINESS WITH THE CORPORATION.

A shelf corporation maintained in this manner typically carries a premium of $1,000 PER YEAR OF
AGE, in addition to the initial costs of setting it up.  Even after annual maintenance costs (at least, through
Budget Corporate Renewals) it is possible to have an annual gain of $500 to $1,000, making the
incubation of shelf corporations a very rewarding enterprise!

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #6:

The Value of an Aged Corporate Shell or “Shelf” Corporation

NOW AVAILABLE
Because we want you around to enjoy what’s coming!

Somehow you simply don’t seem to notice that
“Rome” is burned to the ground and you haven’t
realized you are in ashes.  Now you want a
“Phoenix” to RESCUE you, Rapture you, SAVE
you.  How would you suppose God to do that little
“impossible” task while you still play games with
Satan and his gamesmen?—GCH, 6/23/03

The Value of an Aged
‘Shelf’ Corporation

Turn back the clock on the
aging process and enjoy the
rejuvenating effects of better
hormonal levels and balance.
Look younger, feel younger and
stick around a while for the
FUN stuff ahead of us.

We SOLD OUT but have re-ordered.  Get yours today!


